Faculty Publications
March 5, 2021
Del Case
Associate Professor of Music

"Rock of Ages: Jesus in Popular Songs, 1969-2019"

Rowman and Littlefield: 2021
“Myanmar’s Military Arrests the Civilian Government—and Democracy.”

Jon Chow
Assistant Professor of Political Science

Pacific Forum: 2021
Claudia Fieo
Professor of Visual Art

*Cascadian Light* and *Volutions* have been selected for Dolan/Maxwell’s online exhibition entitled *Another Place: Landscape Since 1958.*
Three print collages from the series, *The Shape of Things* are featured in the online exhibition at Gallery 175 in Pawtucket, entitled *Hot Off the Press*.

The full series was accepted into the permanent collection at the Ballinglen Art Museum in Ballycastle, Co. Mayo, Republic of Ireland.
"Luminescence of Lanthanide Complexes with Perfluorinated Alkoxide Ligands."

Inorganic Chemistry
July 2, 2020
Jade Werner
Associate Professor of English

Missionary Cosmopolitanism in Nineteenth-Century British Literature

The Ohio State Press: 2020